ABSTRACT. We study the asymptotic properties of positive solutions to the semilinear equation -Aw = f (x, u). Existence and asymptotic estimates are obtained for solutions in exterior domains, as well as entire solutions, for n = 2. The study uses integral operator equations in R n , and convergence theorems for solutions of Poisson's equation in bounded domains. A consequence of the method is that more precise estimates can be obtained for the growth of solutions at infinity, than have been obtained by other methods. As a special case the results are applied to the generalized EmdenFowler equation -Aw = p(x)u y , for y > 0.
12 can be either R" or an exterior domain in R n , n ^ 2. A is the «-dimensional Laplacian, and / e C? OC (12 X R), 0 < a < 1. We assume /(JC, u) > 0 for |JC| > 0 and u ^ 0. An important example, and one which has been widely studied, is the Emden-Fowler prototype (1.2) -Aw =p(x)u\ y > 0.
Linear equations of the form (1.1) have been studied by Meyers and Serrin [6] , with respect to the Dirichlet problem. We consider two problems: (I) 12 an exterior domain, and / either sublinear or superlinear. (II) 12 = R n , and / sublinear.
bounded harmonic functions in exterior domains, we derive conditions sufficient for solutions to have limits at infinity. Furthermore, we do not require the assumption of radial symmetry. For the linear problem, this limiting value uniquely specifies the solution to the Dirichlet problem. DEFINITIONS 
We assume throughout that f(x, u) satisfies the following condition: (H) There exist functions P, p 9 G Cf oc (7 X /; /) with P(r 9 t) and p(r, t) either non-increasing or non-decreasing in t, satisfying
In Section 2 we obtain conditions sufficient for the existence of solutions to (1.1), positive in an exterior domain, and satisfying the asymptotic conditions
Section 3 concerns the existence of solutions satisfying
For linear elliptic equations, solutions to the exterior Dirichlet problem are uniquely determined by their limiting values as |JC| -» oo. We will show in section 4 the solutions given here also satisfy the asymptotic conditions lim^i^ u(x) = c, and lim^.^ \x\ n~2 u(x) = c.
In Section 5 we consider the problem of global solutions to (1.1), with/(x, u) sublinear in u. These results generalize those of [4] , which required radial symmetry of /.
2. Existence of (maximal) positive solutions. Consider first the case of positive solutions to (1.1), which for | JC | sufficiently large satisfy (1.4). Proofs will be given for the case P, p non-decreasing. The non-increasing case is analogous. Define integral operators 
provided M is sufficiently large. Note that if P(r, t) and p{r, t) are nonincreasing in t, the proof is completely analogous. The case n = 2 is significantly more complicated, due to the non-positivity of the fundamental solution. We define 
f log p)dp and this is less than (c f -c) log|x| if M is sufficiently large.
To obtain a lower bound we define
In the region M ^ \y\ ^ 2|JC| we can write
and therefore We can estimate these integrals as follows: 
The second integral is
T(x-y)P(\y\,c')dy<^
provided N is sufficiently large. Since / e C" oc there is a constant K, depend-
uniformly in Q, M N . Let m 0 be so large that for
(x -y)dy
Then the first integral is less than e/2, and this shows that T is continuous.
We will show that T is compact. Clearly, the image of T is uniformly bounded. The Ascoli-Arzèla theorem can be applied if the image is equicontinuous in OE M . The classical arguments show that these integrals tend to zero as 8 tends to zero, uniformly with respect to x, x' in compact sets. For n = 2, the proof of Lemma 2.2 is similar, and will be omitted.
2) w satisfied and M is sufficiently large.
PROOF. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 T is a continuous, compact mapping of
Q C A&M) (n ^ 3) [resp. Q dog|x|,c'iog|jc|(^A/) ( n -2) ]
into itself. These are closed, convex sets, and by Schauder fixed point theorem there exists a solution of the integral equation u(x) = T[u](x)
, x e OE M . We will show that u e C^a(Q M ) and that u is a solution of (1.1).
Because « is a continuous solution of the integral equation, it is certainly Ci oc (Q M ). We will express u as the limit of a sequence of solutions of the Poisson equation (2. 3. Existence of (minimal) positive solutions. In this section we discuss briefly the question of the existence of positive solutions to (1.1) satisfying the asymptotic conditions
The methods are similar to those used in Section 2, so many details will be omitted. We again define integral operators 
. The operator S is a continuous, compact mapping of
Qc\x\ 2 - n s\x\ 2 -"( Q M) ( n = 3 ) \- res P-QCA Q M) ( n = 2 ) 1 Provided M is sufficiently large and foo (3.3a) J t n~] P(t, c't 2~n )dt < oo (n ^ 3) / (3.3b) J t log tP(t, c')dt < oo (n = 2).
|JC|->oo
Considering first the case of maximal solutions, recall that the solution given by Theorem 2.1 satisfies the integral equation
Assuming the growth condition (2.2a), we have
First observe that for e l > 0, there exists an Nfa) > M such that
In fact, following the proof of Lemma 2.1 it is clear that (4.4) can be satisfied for x e 2 N . It is only necessary to estimate the integral for x e iï MN . But The analogous result holds for minimal solutions. With T c defined as before, the dominated convergence theorem implies Then lim \x
u{y) )dy -j^ f(y, u(y) )dy
By (4.6) the second term above is <(l/2)c l9 for all x e £2 M . Exactly as in the previous case, we can approximate T(x -y) by T e (JC -y), and show that for \x\ > N(e{), the first term is <C(l/2)c 1 . This implies (4.7), and completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
5. Entire solutions to sublinear equations. We will prove the existence of entire, positive solutions to the sublinear equation
The solutions we obtain decay uniformly to zero as | JC | -> oo. They are in fact minimal positive solutions, in terms of the rate of growth of the spherical mean. We assume/ G C? oc (R n ), and define, It is known (see [4] ) that if f(x) satisfies the additional hypothesis lim sup^oo [P(t)/p(t)] < oo, then (5.3) is in fact a necessary condition for the existence of minimal solutions, even in an exterior domain.
Theorem 5.1 will be proved by means of the integral operator
T[u](x) = j R " T(xy)Ay)u\y)
operating in the space 2={ME C(R n ):k~~l<K \x\ ) < u(x) < k<t>( \x\ ) }.
Here k > 1 is a constant and <j>(t) = min{l, t 2~n ). The major effort in proving Theorem 5.1 is contained in the following result.
LEMMA 5.2. For k sufficiently large, T maps Q into Q.
PROOF. For u e Q, we estimate T[u]{x).
0 ^ |x| ^ 1.
= h + h + Iy
T[u](x)
â AT^tf |x| ){f\ P "-l p( P )dp + /7 p"' ]+M2 -n) p(p)dp ) j.
Therefore T[u](x) i^ k~l<j>( \x\ ) provided (5.6) f\ p"~]p(p)dp + /7 p n -X+X(2 -n) piP)dp â «-J,^-'. Now observe that for 0 < X < 1, the inequalities 5.3-5.6 can all be satisfied if k is sufficiently large. This proves Lemma 5.2.
